Calming debate
on our statues
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HE CONTROVERSY about
moving the statue of Cecil
John Rhodes from the campus of the UCT and the resulting public debate about the
moving of statues like Paul Kruger from
Church Square emphasises the need for
a heritage-based solution.
It is unfortunate that it also exposed
the lack of knowledge and understanding of the National Heritage Resources
Act and the general misunderstanding
of heritage and history as a whole.
The act protects any place that has
cultural importance to society and
refers to the process to be followed when
dealing with heritage resources. It also
specifically mentions monuments and
memorials, the latter includes statues.
Emphasis is placed on the concept of
"cultural significance" which is a key
concept in heritage management.
Fifteen years after the act came into
effect, it still is very much unknown.
Heritage resources are divided into three
categories: national (Grade I), provincial
(Grade II) and other (Grade III).
For national status, the application is
done via the SA Heritage Resources
Agency (SAHRA) and for provincial status via the relevant provincial body
Sites, monuments and structures
declared during the previous political
dispensation are automatically regarded
as having Grade II status.
Sadly many of the provincial heritage authorities are struggling to reevaluate them owing to a lack of
finances or personnel. Where these bodies are incapable of performing their
functions, the task goes back to SAHRA.
Even a Grade III site might be of high
importance, but on a local level and it
would still be part of the National
Estate. Irrespective of whether the heritage features and objects are in public
or private ownership, they form part of
what is defined as the National Estate
which constitutes the total sum of heritage resources in South Africa worthy
of preservation. Four sections of the act
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The National Heritage
Resources Act offers an
easy solution that can
help SA end the
controversy wrought
by relics from our past,
writes Dr Anton C van
Vollenhoven
refer to monuments or memorials,
which include statues. The act states
that any plan for a structure older than
60 years to be altered or demolished The statue of Cecil John Rhodes at UCT is at the centre of public debate. The writer says
needs to go through an application it's important to understand the National Heritage Resources Act.
process to the heritage authorities.
Apart from the age, many statues
younger than 60 years have been placed connection is that it bears his name.
In the case of statues, the history,
as memorials at other sites where a speSometimes the connection is even social consultation and visual impact
cific historical event occurred. This fur- less, like a Great Trek memorial in a are important as well as possible associther complicates the issue as it is not the town where no one participated in it.
ations with other structures, buildings
statue that is mainly of heritage imporIt is a common misunderstanding or features.
tance, but the context of the site.
It also needs to provide a value judgethat only cultural features older than 60
However, by placing the statue, it years are protected by law.
ment regarding the applicable cultural
automatically gets transferred to the
According to the act it is obligatory to resource.
When dealing with statues it should
heritage importance of the site. It is do a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA)
clear that such cases will be much more to deal with such resources. There are include the rehabilitation or restoration
complex and when dealing with these specific clauses in the act indicating that of the site where the statue is removed
this contextual information needs to be an HIA is necessary like any other devel- from and indications of the visual
considered. The word "potentially" is opment or activity that will change the impact and functionality on the site
deliberately used as everything older character of a site.
where it is to be relocated to.
Studies should be done by professionthan 60 years cannot be preserved.
Apart from an application, which
Statues are placed within a much usually includes an HIA, the heritage als in the heritage sciences. Consultalooser historical context. For instance, a authority may require additional infor- tion with affected communities is
statue of a political leader is commonly mation. This mainly includes Cultural equally important.
The controversy provides the authorplaced in the capital city and there may Management Plans or Site Development
be no other link between the person and Plans, depending on the scale of impact ities with an opportunity to give guidthe city than that of it being the centre of the removal of a statue from one site ance to communities and to give heritage management its rightful place in
of the political leadership.
to another.
For instance, the statue of Afrikaans
The assessment should include infor- South Africa.
• Van Vollenhoven is councillor for
writer CJ Langenhoven at the high mation regarding the history of sites,
school in Pretoria named after him can buildings that may be associated, the Provincial Heritage Resources Agency
be mentioned. The school came into archaeology, palaeontology social con- of Gauteng and lecturer in Museum
Science at the University of Pretoria.
being long after his death and the only sultation and visual impact.

